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The book contains 38 small sections about individual problems in
which laryngeals are concerned, mainly in Greek, Germanic and Baltic,
for which the author gives a non-laryngeal alternative. I cannot discuss
all of them, and I shall concentrate on Greek. B.'s main points are that
he rejects the triple representation of Greek (h, > € etc.), and the exist-
ence of three laryngeals in (the latest phase of) PIE.

I disagree with almost everything that B. proposes (except for a few
minor points which are not representative of the laryngeal theory). The
book shows clearly, to my mind, that his position forces him into - of-
ten very - improbable alternatives. I must say that I cannot understand
that such a distinguished scholar does not recognize that the explana-
tions provided by the laryngeal theory are much simpler and more con-
sistent. The book also continues a number of misconceptions about the
theory which by now should have died out.

I object to the following remark (11): Jonsson distinguished be-
tween a) Anhänger, b) Gegner, c) Agnostiker. B. then remarks that you
might have a fourth group, of those who plead for "eine sorgfaltige An-
wendung der Theorie". I think this is rather unjust against a large
group of "Anhanger". - The basis for the laryngeal theory would be
(10): a) theories about the root structure; b) Hittite material; c) reinter-
pretation of known material. In my view the starting point was formed
by ablaut considerations; and the material is in the first instance pro-
vided by Greek and Indo-Iranian, and in the last by Hittite because of
the many uncertainties in the historical interpretation of this language.
"Auf keinen Fall soll man die Laryngaltheorie dann anwenden, wenn
man mit traditionellen Methoden nicht mehr weiterkommt" (12). This
is quite ununderstandable to me. I venture to say that it is unscientific:
a new theory should be tried there where the old system of explanation
does not work. In fact that is the best proof for the correctness of a

new theory, if it explains what was unexplainable within the old system.

- The existence of three laryngeals is based on Greek. "Man sollte klar
feststellen, daß eine derartige Argumentation zirkulär ist" (12). It is
not. Suppose all IE languages had only a phoneme a, and only Greek
had e, 4 o. Then the decision is made by the question whether the
single or the triple vowel system is an innovation. Also, the problem is
not as simple as this. Hittite h/ hh might poinr ro two laryngeals. "...
empirisch faßbares Sprachmaterial steht bei solchen Rekonstruktionen
[of a third laryngeal] nicht zur Verfügung" (1a). But if one claims that
Greek o in several cases directly continues år, this is empirical material.
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The question only is how probable that statement is' - A starting point
is (17f.) that laryngeals are only admitted, "wenn unmittelbares Sprach-

material des Hethitischen den Ansatz eines Laryngals rechtfertigt".
This is the same point as the preceding. It is a methodical mistake. Sup-

pose the IE languages had only one vowel, ø, but Sanskrit showed pala-

talization before certain a's, that would make a strong case for a PIE
*e; if then one language turned up that had an e exactly in the cases

where we predicted it, we would consider that as proof for a PIE *e.

But then, in principle (there will have been analogicai changes), every

instance of pahtalization in Sanskrit would have to be considered as

evidence foi a.t xe, not only those cases where an e was preserved in
that new language. (In fact B. does not stick to that principle, e. g. when
he admits a lary.tgeal in pánthah.In fact only one Hittite form with a å

is mentioned.)
There is a tendency to oversimplify matters. Thus in the conclusion

it is said that the Greek triple reflex "kann jedenfalls bei einigen zentra-

len Beispielen als Neuerung erklärt werden" (a\; and immediately
following: "Der lautgesetzliche Reflex von ã ('..) ist ø im Griechi-
schen". icannot understand such a conclusion. Add to this p.59: "Das
Hauptbeispiel ffor hr> of bietet das Paradigma ft¡r ,pflügen'"
(dpóa).I wrote a book on the subject, but I am quite surprised to read

this.
The author is also unaware of a number of minor problems: 28

sthrent) stent;44 éfrHõ-> Énõ-;126 ryHos> lyos;132 dheHr.n> dheryt,

>-dhem; ll3 dH-zaos > Lith. *darpos (a laryngeal was never vocalized

in Balto-slavic), all of which are wrong to my mind.

I shall now discuss some sections'

, 2. Greek nasal presents. B. remarks that there is no certain evidence

for -nemi or -nomi. The latter type may have switched to -nñ'mi

through I pl. om-n-H-men> otnnunlen, which was changed to -nornen

(after 3 pl. -nonti), which again became -nwrnen in labial environment.
Now B. draws two conclusions, both of which are wrong to my mind.
First, the absence of -ne-mi pleads against h, ) e."Es ist nicht einzuse-
hen, warum etwa * Ba)')'e¡tev lfrom * g*!-n-hr-men) . . ., im Griechischen
fehlt" (24f.). I think it is quite easy to see why: *Bú"Aepev would be a

type on its own and was therefore eliminated. And the fact that the

roots in h, and h, changed to -nñmi rather suggests that these rare

types q¡ere elimináted. (As to omnñmi, om-n-h3-rnen> omnornen would
give B.'s form directly, as he admits.) Second, I don't think B.'s explana-
iion is "ebensogut" (as what exactly?). For from *omnamen I would
rather expect reshaping into -nãmi, Or, if -nonlen was analogically
created, reshaping into a thematic Present'
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3. For hrz e, hr> o in Greek B. discusses dûr1pt and õíõoryt and
gives an analogical explanation. Thus "dürfte diese Hauptstütze fi.ir
den Ansatz von drei phonologisch distinkten Laryngalen, . .., entfallen"
(31). Not at all. Even if the analogical explanation would be fully ac-
ceptable, it remains that we posited for reasons of ablaut * deh3-, rather
than*doH-; then we expect *dhr> do (at least a reflex different from
hr); and in fact we find only do-. It is to opponents of this view to show
that their system as a whole is better. (A basic mistake is, of course, to
consider this question in isolation.)

5. B. thinks that *es-, *ed-, *ei- did not have initial laryngeal, for
úynjç cannot be derived f¡om *hrsu-; *hrdont- would have given
* edont-; you would expect * e tpev from * hry-. úyujç is a problem, but
B. does not mention that éu- "good" beside Skt. sz- must represent
* hrsw- as it is almost impossible that Greek introduced d- (from "to be"
or from whereever else). Thus there is a problem, but things are not as

simple as B. suggests. ó6ovt- derives from *hrdont-, as is shown by
Arm. atamn. * hri-men gives regularly ipev (also according to M. Peters,
Untersuchungen).

9. B.'s explanation of öooe is improbable (assume *öooov, du.
* öõõû), which influenced * ort: x oþ* + e) and inferior to derivation
from * oþ'ifu . B. defends a PIE dual ending -e on the basis of Olith.
-e. I have no explanation for these forms, but I am very hesitant to ad-
mit this ending (beside -å,; perhaps -hre?), because the o-stems, which
derive from the consonant stems (see my Origins), had -ohr, and be-
cause the i- and ø-stems, which are consonant-stems, had -h, too. The
Old Irish forms, type carait, could be the nom. pl. (for -nt-h, 2 -nta
would have given *carlt,which was identical to the gen. pl.) rather than
have the neuter ending -1, as Rix assumed. B. considers * -ie as a possi-
ble source of -1, but such a development has no support anywhere. It
disregards Kuiper's demonstration that it contained a laryngeal (see the
references given in my Development 145); for Balto-Slavic see Kort-
landt, Slavic Accentuation 44. Skt. janasî would not prove a neuter end-
ing -i; it looks like an ending of the i-stems. That may be true, but it is
a neuter ending in Sanskrit and may have been so in PIE. He does not
explain the ø--stem ending Skt. -e, which may contain the same -L B. re-
proaches Forssman for assuming *ok*yh, for Greek beside -ih, for
Balto-Slavic. The same mistake was made by Lindeman (Triple Repre-
sentation 47).It is the phoneme sequence / -ihr/ (which one may as well
write /-yhr/) which developed differently in different languages. - The
essential thing in the comparison of Greek with Balto-Slavic is that
both groups have an unexpected -l- in the dual; unexpected unless we
accept that it had the dual (which we expect in the case of "eye") end-
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íng -ih, which is also found in Skt. janast. The fact that these forms are
isolated in Greek and Balto-Slavic proves that they are archaic forms.

10. B. explains 8eóç from *dhehr-o-, and &eo- from *ûao-
<*dhhrs- with -e- from ûeóç. But *dhehr-o- would have contracted
early; it disconnects fleo- from ûeóç; it has no semantic basis; it dis-
connects t1eóç from the Armenian and Italic words, while still a form
* dhHs- is posited f or &eo-.It is clear that this is no serious alternative
and that Rix's explanation proves hr) Gr. e without a doubt.

13. For NH-C B. assumes d (sic); to distinguish between the two
nasals, tn oÍ n could be introduced either before a or in the middle of
it, giving ¡td and dpu; as üpu was identical with full grade apu
(* hremhr), €lE, lt1, opo, p@were created to emh' ornh, etc. (I may have
misunderstood details because I don't understand the tables on pp.
63-65). But there is not the slightest evidence for d (one would expect
relic forms); while pd for d could be considered, insertion in ¿ is lin-
guistically horrible; the analogy (giving e¡te etc.) won't work as full
grade a¡ta is much less frequent than epu etc. (epe would be analogi-
cal after epte; it is not said what the phonetic reflex of rH was). These
proposals show to what monstrosities one comes to avoid the classical
laryngeal theory.

31. Even the brilliant explanation of the middle participle is denied
by B. I use to present the problem to my students as an example of the
methodology (to show how simple it is to find the right solution; and
that it takes 200 years to find it): which (single) form must be postu-
lated for the suffixes Skt. -V-mana-, -C-ãna-, Av. -V-mna-, -C-ãnø. The
form must have been -mXna-.^Íhe ã,which is found in both languages
and will therefore be regular, can only be explained from -ryrH-, which
is the vocalization expected after consonant. Av. -nnna- is regular, Skt.
-mana- must be analogical and can easily be so. Prk. -m-ma- confirms
the explanation as nicely as can be. If H was h, Gr. -menos is also re-
gular. It is, I think, because B. does not accept hr2 e that he rejects this
extremely simple solution to this old problem. (His alternative is unac-
ceptable, especially the "Vrddhiableitung" -lneno- from -mn-, which is
never found in suffixes.) OPr. -manas (once) could be for *-mnas.

32. In the "ablaut Ai/1" B. shows not to understand the great pro-
gress made by Kurylowicz's interpretation -eH(i)-/ -Hi-.It implies e.g.
that ei < eHi before consonant is impossible. The zero grade f ("völlig
unklar") requires metathesis of -Hi-, which must have occurred very
often (see Development 174, and now Kortlandt, Ériu 32, 1981, 15f .i.
B. assumes a root ** poiH- ,,to drink" (with -o- !), with which the facts
cannot be explained at all.

Positive are the clarity and briefness with which B. introduces the problems,
and the explicitness with which analogical changes are studied. E.g. $O: The
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aor. epíovís explained Irom *g'iehr-t, g*ihr-me, g*ihr-ent. The -õ- of the singu-
lar was added lo þt-, þt- of the plural. (8. assumes wrongly rhat g*ihr-V gave
s*y-, and ínH-V > ínV-. These forms remained disyllabic, as is shown by
i,ány for*ï e.g. iíxãpov, píoç, the latter also according to the author from
*g*ih,-o-.) A niðe parallel is the explanation of éátra¡v suggested to me by Lu-
bótsky: *ylehr-t, yjlr-me, ylhr-ent giving *4|õt, ylome,4alont; these forms were
levelled to *yalo. (Slightly different Rix, Gr. Gr.74. This form is strong evi-
dence againsl the laryñgeãl umlaut in Greek: we do not find **yolo-. I think it
must bJgiven up. Cf. KZgO,2083.) þíoroç derives from *g*ihr-efo, not from
* g*ih.-to-.- Afew short remarks on other sections: 4.Skt. deyãm. B. assumes introduc-
tion of the full grade. Kortlandt takes the full grade from the optative itself (FS
Hoenigswald, iñ the press). - 11. Cret. äparpov would be the regular reflex,
äporpov would have its -o- from *áro- "das Pflügen" or * aró- "der Pfluger".
TËis iì quite improbable, but the Cretan form is a problem. - 14.8. rejects Skt.
îia- < h"i-h.ó-e- because such oresents would onlv occur beside a root aorist. I
ãon't be'lieu'ä rules of this type can be found. And cf. péva : pípvut 'Ihe laryn-
geal explanation is better than analogy after sad-, stda-. - 15. I agree that Lat.
sedes may have its long rootvowel from a root noun. But that *se¡ was replaced
by sedes after oblique se7- seems very doubtful; cf. pes, pedis. I agree also that
Olc. sJçt does not represent * sedH. But f or s,ídhis, sadh,ístha- the best explana-
tion remains *sed-H-s, gen. s(e)d-H-ás-s. B.'s sa-dhi- is semantically less prob-
able, and so is an analogical r-stem. - 16. B. objects to *hre-hrd-> Lat. ed-î as

there was no old perfecf and as it is doubtful that the Iaryngeals were preserved
till one was forméd. This is a point to be considered. His explanation that in sg.
* e-od, pl. e-d rhe latter was replaced by e-ed- implies a reduplicating vowèl
without a consonant, which is more doubtful than the laryngeal explanation.
B.'s suggestion that the long e--preterites originated from Te-TeK with dissimil-
atory loss of the second 7, is extremely improbable. - 21. Germ. Þann, kunnu'
is derived from a nasal present. B. thinks that the -u- cannot have arisen in this
paradigm, but an impf.^ *gp-n-hr-me would have given kunnum, iust as is as-
iumed for the I pl. of the perfect. - 28. For the gen. sg. of the o-stems in Balto-
Slavic B. rejects Stang's -o-hrel. He proposes -oio (for -osio after.dat. tomoi
(read -õi?) for tosmol) > -oo. Both sieps are very uncertain. I prefer Vaillant,
Gr. Comp. I l12. -33. I don't see why rayíh couldnot have its -y- from the ob-
lique casès. A quite different proposal in my Origins. - 34. On píbati see Thur-
neysen/Kortlandt ap. Beekei, Origins n. 1. - 35. As to the suffix "-afio:', it
may be asked whether -ehr-ihr-o- did not give the actual forms. If one simply
'strikes' the laryngeals, one foigets the chónology. Another suffix -lo- (after
-ehih) seems to me improbable. - 36. That *lenhrtis, {nhrteis is improbable
beðaúse nãtio.continues "die reguläre tl-Bildung" is circulàr, Q6.6) On bhu-
see Kortlandt, Ériu. (As to p. 1331;The examples iñ Kortlandt, Êriu 32,7-16, are
not his but Dybo's. An evaluation of the material is in preparation.) - 37. On
aáta- etc. see my Origins. - 18. On pánthah B. says: "in den starken Kasus zwei
Hochstufen, in den schwachen ... zwei Schwundstufen ... Ein solches Bauprin-
zip widerspricht den Regeln des grundsprachlichen morphologischen Systems"
(138f.). In Origins I try to show that this is exactly'das grundsprachliche Sy-
stem'. (lt is extremelv improbable that a nominative ***pã (l would expect
**pan) was reshaped äft.r'r... ** pantam into * pantaH, patil-l) - 39. The word
foi "name" I will discuss in Die Sprache (showing *hrnhrm->PGm. *nam-).

Other sections treat the Verschärfung (19,2A, 26) and Gorh. .iddja; 
* tþz ìn

Germanic (24,25; it has the same reflex as */) and other questions (lpíaro,
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Gr. -ya, lTpõroç facio, the a-subj., Lith. íinóti, daztiañ, and the them.
opt.).

On the whole, then, I find this a regrettable book: it proposes im-
probable alternatives (almost all of them analogical developments) for a

few explanations provided by the laryngeal theory, and it shows a num-
ber of misconceptions about that theory. There is not one point, to my
mind, where B.'s explanations are acceptable, let alone preferable.
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Turner, Rfalph] Lfilley]: A Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-
Aryan Languages. Addenda and Corrigenda. Ed. byJ.C.\Øright. Lon-
don, School of Oriental and African Studies, 1985,4o , xi, 168 S. Brosch.
rcr-.

Sir Ralph Turners unschätzbares Lebenswerkl wird durch den vor-
liegenden Band ergänzt und korrigiert, an dem T. bis kurz vor seinem
Tode - er starb 1983 im g5.Lebensjahr - gearbeitet hat. Ðaß dieses
Supplement zu einem Meisterwerk der historischen Sprachwissenschaft
so bald und in so sorgfaltiger Ausgestaltung erscheinen konnte, ist das
Verdienst von J. C.\X/right, dem die Dankbarkeit aller Linguisten sicher
sein kann, die mit indoarischem Material zu tun haben.

Unstimmigkeiten, wie sie bei der Betreuung eines nachgelassenen
Manuskripts nicht ganz vermeidbar sind, finden sich auf ein Mindest-
maß beschrankt. Gelegentlich gibt es tote Verweise2; sehr gering
scheint die Zahl der Druckfehler zu sein3. Über lautgeschichtliche und
etymologische Auffassungen - des verewigten Verfassers, nicht des
Herausgebers - kann man mitunter abweichender Meinung sein: so ist
fraglich, ob T.Burrows Theorie, nur,,non-apophonic IE. o" ergebe ai.
a (fur Ablaut-o gelte, auch in geschlossener Silbe, Brugmanns Gesetz),

1 Vgl. Rez., diese Zeitschr. 12, 1967,52-56; dem mächtigen Lexikon-Band (abge-
schlossen 1966) waren noch ein Index-Band (1969) und eine,,Phonetic analysis" (1971)
gefolgt, s. Rez., diese Zeitschr. 15, 1970 119721,22A. - Auch der neue Addenda-Band ent-
halt wieder ausfuhrliche ,,Indexes" (120-151) und eine ,,Phonetic analysis" (154-168).

2 S.3a (,4^¡) enthält einen Verweis auf nicht existentes oyan,í-. Auch *chãdãpana-

(Verweis 37b) finde ich nicht, ebensowenig *pi-bandha-,.dhitd- (66a). Andererseits fehlt
ein Verweis von abhí und bhi auf den Neueintrag Nr.9503a *bhiy-anta-,,anterior". - S.
noch unten Anm.4.

r Ich habe nur gefunden: Nr.27l6a *kaoaoLitasti-, lies *Þana"; Nr.3160 kina-2, l.
Þina-2; Nr. 5839.2 * trlknna-, l. o k;r1a-.
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aor. epíovís explained Irom *g'iehr-t, g*ihr-me, g*ihr-ent. The -õ- of the singu-
lar was added lo þt-, þt- of the plural. (8. assumes wrongly rhat g*ihr-V gave
s*y-, and ínH-V > ínV-. These forms remained disyllabic, as is shown by
i,ány for*ï e.g. iíxãpov, píoç, the latter also according to the author from
*g*ih,-o-.) A niðe parallel is the explanation of éátra¡v suggested to me by Lu-
bótsky: *ylehr-t, yjlr-me, ylhr-ent giving *4|õt, ylome,4alont; these forms were
levelled to *yalo. (Slightly different Rix, Gr. Gr.74. This form is strong evi-
dence againsl the laryñgeãl umlaut in Greek: we do not find **yolo-. I think it
must bJgiven up. Cf. KZgO,2083.) þíoroç derives from *g*ihr-efo, not from
* g*ih.-to-.- Afew short remarks on other sections: 4.Skt. deyãm. B. assumes introduc-
tion of the full grade. Kortlandt takes the full grade from the optative itself (FS
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